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The Ecology School Staff .................................................................... 29 The Ecology School is an outdoor school that inspires stewardship of and 
connection to the natural world through nature-based, living lessons focused 
on ecology, conservation, farming, and sustainability. The organization began in 
1998 as a small overnight program for students on the coast of Maine, and has 
since expanded to reach groups and individuals of all ages. The 2021 opening 
of the school’s groundbreaking southern Maine campus — the first of its kind 
nationally and globally — enables immersive programs where guests can live, 
laugh, and study in a unique ecosystem, as well as community events designed 
to amplify the efforts of like-minded partners working in ecology, sustainability, 
and food access. Today, this respected Maine institution offers both a radically 
sustainable built environment and a protected natural setting for inspired 
learning at all ages.

MISSION
The Ecology School inspires stewardship of and connection to the natural 
world through experiential learning in ecology, conservation, farming, and 
sustainability.
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Doubleknot’s solutions for nature centers, botanical gardens and environmental 
centers consolidate all visitor-, member- and donor-facing sales and activities 
on a single integrated platform, empowering teams to generate more revenue, 
reduce administration and spend more time developing programs that deliver 
your mission.

Doubleknot provides operating departments with the tools they need to 
streamline ticketing, admissions, memberships, events, fundraising and 
education programs. Electronic and print-at-home tickets, receipts and 
membership cards reduce paper waste and support environmentally friendly 
missions.

Doubleknot serves more than 300 organizations in the United States and 
Canada, and our year-over-year customer retention rate is greater than 95%.

doubleknot.com

We are an architecture, planning, and interior design firm with specialty focus in 
historic resources and net-positive design solutions.

Driven by a passion for community, connecting people to nature, and making 
others successful, Hennebery Eddy Architects designs to inspire, foster 
belonging, and contribute to a regenerative future. From our studios in Portland 
and Bend, Oregon, and Bozeman, Montana, we design spaces where people 
gather, work, learn, and recreate.

We aspire to design net-positive spaces that positively reflect and respond to 
both the natural environment and the people who use them. The result is a 
healthy, efficient, and adaptive net-positive outcome for clients, users, and the 
greater community. The Architect 50 list has ranked Hennebery Eddy as one of 
the top sustainable design firms in the country.

henneberyeddy.com

Will Ives
Vice President
wives@henneberyeddy.com

Representative
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Andrew Hauser
Director of Business Development
ahauser@doubleknot.com

Daniel Till
Sr. Director of Business Development
dtill@togetherwork.com

Representatives
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Our work at the Linda Loring Nature 
Foundation provides experiential and 
immersive activities that develop a 
love for nature, cultural respect, and 
conservation. The beautiful 275-
acre property on Nantucket Island is 
protected in perpetuity as a wildlife 
sanctuary for numerous rare and 
endangered species, and globally rare 
sandplain grasslands. Visitors come to 
experience nature, explore the outdoors, 
and discover the power of place that 
reweaves a connection between the land 
and people.

Through conservation, research, and 
environmental education we empower 
our community to deepen their 

connection to the natural world. Find YOUR place in nature!

LLNF.org

Our society needs extraordinary 
nonprofit organizations with 
talented leaders to make 
significant and positive changes 
in our community. The Pacific 
University Master of Nonprofit 
Leadership (MNL) prepares leaders 
to meet that challenge.

The MNL program is 100% online, 
with courses offered online 
asynchronously or on Fridays, 
weekends or evenings. Students 
also participate in an annual virtual 

residency for an opportunity to connect with nonprofit leaders on in-depth 
topics through colloquia. A generalist degree is available, but students may also 
choose concentrations in either rural or environmental nonprofit leadership.

Share experiences, connections and gain mentoring with seasoned and 
emerging nonprofit leaders, experts, faculty and practitioners, and grow your 
professional skills with a cohort of colleagues.

pacificu.edu/nonprofit-leadership

Corky McReynolds, PhD, CFP
Director, MNL Program
corky.mcreynolds@pacific.edu

Representative
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We help you create exhibits that are inspiring and memorable through 
interpretive planning, design, and fabrication. Don’t end up with boring or 
substandard exhibits. After 30 years, over 700 completed projects, a 65% 
repeat client rate, and a unique and proven process we offer the expertise to 
create an engaging and inspiring visitor experience.

Exhibits are an important part of a visitor’s nature center experience. That’s 
why successful exhibit design and fabrication can make a big difference in 
creating a memorable experience. At Taylor Studios, we build exhibits that grab 
visitors’ attention and captivate, engage, and excite guests through storytelling. 
Let us help you create winning exhibits that entertain and inspire.

taylorstudios.com

Brant Hendricks
Production Manager
bhendricks@taylorstudios.com

Representative

Crane Hollow Nature Preserve is a 
dedicated state nature preserve in 
Hocking County, Ohio. The Preserve is 
owned and managed by Crane Hollow, 
Inc., a private, nonprofit corporation 
whose mission is to foster preservation, 
understanding, and appreciation of 
the plants, animals, and ecology of the 
hollow and surrounding area. Crane 
Hollow has restricted access in order 
to protect the ecological health of the 
hollow, though the Preserve sponsors 
periodic events and field trips that are 
open to the public.

cranehollow.org

Liberty Graphics’ mission is to screen 
print distinctive art inspired by Nature. We 
operate with respect for our employees, our 
customers, and our Earth.

With design emphasis on the wonders of 
the natural world and production methods 
that meet rigid ecological standards, our 
concern for the environment has always 
been reflected in everything we do. Years of 
experience with water-based ink and hand-
separated artwork allow our printing to be 
accurately detailed and brilliantly colored.

lgtees.com

Representative

Heather Stehle
Executive Director
heather@cranehollow.org

Representative

Jeff Lord
Sales Manager
jeff@lgtees.com
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The Kubala Washatko Architects 
(TKWA) is a full-service 
architectural, planning, and 
interior design firm providing 
award-winning expertise for 
a wide range of project types, 
including nature and interpretive 
centers. TKWA embraces a design 
philosophy of wholeness, where 
the built environment supports and 
enhances both human activity and 
natural living systems. The idea of 
sustainability is a natural extension 
of wholeness-based thinking and is 
integrated into every project.

tkwa.com

Representative

Wayne Reckard
Director of Marketing & 
Strategy
wreckard@tkwa.com

Online 
Master of Nonprofit Leadership

PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

Earn a master’s in as little as 13 months 
of online classes.

Optional concentrations in rural or 
environmental nonprofit leadership.

Network with emerging and expert 
nonprofit leaders.

Gain field experience in your job or 
other real-life nonprofit settings.

Corky McReynolds, Director 
715-490-1273 | Corky.McReynolds@pacificu.edu 
pacificu.edu/nonprofit-leadership

Map Your Next Adventure in Will County, Illinois!

 ReconnectWithNature.org
                  815-727-8700

Four Rivers Environmental 
Education Center, Channahon, IL 
Hidden Oaks Nature Center, 
Bolingbrook, IL
Isle a la Cache Museum, 
Romeoville, IL
Plum Creek Nature Center,
Crete Township, IL
Monee Reservoir,
Monee, IL

Hands-on Exhibits • Programs for 
Families, Youth Groups and Schools

• Experiential Outdoor Learning

• More Than 23,000 Acres 
   of Preserves
• 129 Miles of Trails

   Variety of Experiences
• Numerous Recreational   
   Opportunities
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ANCA Outdoor School Summit
January 10-14, 2025

at NorthBay in North East, Maryland

Association of Nature Center Administrators

for organizations with 
overnight, multi-day 

programs


